**Wellesley welcomes token males**

By David Searls

The campus of Wellesley College, long the residence of women only, is harboring men as students for the first time this year.

The school is not yet totally committed to the precedent set by Princeton and other newly-coed colleges, however, because of the nature of the program. No male freshmen are being admitted, nor will any of the men receive Wellesley degrees.

The fifteen men in residence for this term are merely temporary transfer students, part of a twelve-college exchange whereby member schools "trade" a small number of students who wish to widen their educational experience for one or more terms. It is a hybrid of cross-registration and junior year abroad, lying somewhere between the two in scope and purpose.

**Ego trip**

One "coed," Greg Nystadt, described living in a women's institution as "a real ego trip."

"The girls are more congenial, than I thought they would be. We run into very little resentment against males in any of their groups." Nystadt is a senior transfer from Allegheny, visiting Wellesley for one term (this because of Allegheny's dictum - he would like to stay longer). He finds a load of four courses (including two in his major, psychology) relatively light in terms of pressure, partially because of the change, for him, from a 3- to a 2-semester system.

**High quality**

The quality of the courses is high, though, he said, and because the transfers are all upper-classmen and already committed, the coursework is generally taken seriously. There is consistency of study meth might suffer slightly through displacement and interruption, it is by the same token more than counterbalanced, especially in the humanities, by the variety of work and change in perspective (in this respect sharing the advantages of such programs as cross-registration).

Different majors

Nystadt cited the different disciplines being pursued by the transplanted students: history, IPlease turn to page 6)
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